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Description:
Scope of work:
Contract Value:
Client:

Gymnasium
Interior Design
RM 4 million
Sportathlon Malaysia

fitness first
The Fitness First gymnasium concept is part
of UK company, Sportathlon’s international
franchise. Located throughout the Klang Valley and
internationally, these 15,000- 20,000 sq. ft. clubs
take up the unique Fitness First branding, developing
their identity with multi-function gym equipment,
programmed gym classes, spacious changing areas
and showers, VCD library and café. Upper levels
linked by lightweight steel suspended stairs provide
space for the juice bar and post-workout socialising.

spaces, clear spatial sequencing, vibrant colours,
motivating and lively graphics, and state-of-the-art
exercise equipment.

Consistent with the design for all the Fitness First clubs,
the emphasis is on people. The dynamic relationship
between the customer and the personalised services
offered is enhanced by design, with bright open
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Description: Food court
Scope of work: Interior Design
Contract Value:     RM 3.5 million
Commencement:     December 1999
Completion: July 2001
Client:

Suria KLCC

selera putra, putrajaya
This 15,000 sq ft space is located beneath
Dataran Putra at the heart of the new Government
headquarters in Putrajaya. Overlooking the lake it
provides for the installation of 13 new F&B outlets in
a contemporary food court environment. Rather than
providing a traditional model in terms of food stall
layout, each individual outlet owner was encouraged
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to develop his own identity in order that a less
repetitive solution could be achieved. The result is
a series of cafes and food outlets both eastern and
western, each with their own unique branding, who
share common public dining space overlooking the
lake at Putrajaya.
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Description:
Scope of work:
Contract Value:
Commencement:
Completion:

Restaurant/Café
Interior Design
RM 1 million
July 2001
December 2001

tango cafe

This contemporary restaurant and café was the result of
extensive research and brainstorming with a client who
wished to establish a fresh and invigorating bar, café &
restaurant trilogy. The name Tango, inspired by the energy
of dance with some subliminal reference to a vibrant
red and orange colour palatte which is the source of
inspiration behind the development of this concept.
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This outlet spans over two levels which provides for
all day dining and drinks, rich in colour and adapts
an existing premises into a cohesive and impressive
entertainment environment combining use of sculpted
surfaces and illuminated coloured panels and creating
focal elements which help to articulate the space.
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Description:
Scope of Works:
Contract Value:
Commencement:
Completion:
Client:

Food Court
Interior Design
RM 6 million
June 2004
November 2005
Hektar Group

mahkota parade
shopping centre

A new food court was created utilising approximately
30,000 sq ft of existing non-core retail space.
20 food outlets and 800 seats were provided
and additional covered space was developed on
the existing roof slab to allow both controlled air
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conditioned space and an outdoor terrace. The brief
required a highly maintainable food environment
catering to the local market with a practical and
contemporary identity.
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